Draft Modification Report

P395 ‘Aligning BSC Reporting
with EMR Regulations – an
enduring solution’
P395 seeks to introduce new and amended processes so that
the BM Unit Gross Demand Report to the EMR Settlement
limited (EMRS) only includes electricity ‘supplied’ to premises
by Suppliers. The report will exclude electricity imported by
Generators or Battery Storage facilities operated by a licensee
for generation activities, for use in calculating Final
Consumption Levies (FCL) in accordance with Secretary of
State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS)
regulations.

Phase
Initial Written Assessment
Definition Procedure
Assessment Procedure
Report Phase
Implementation

The BSC Panel initially recommends approval of P395
The BSC Panel does believe P395 impacts the European
Electricity Balancing Guideline (EBGL) Article 18 terms and
conditions held within the BSC
This Modification is expected to impact:


Suppliers;



CVA Registrants;



Half Hourly Data Collectors;



Meter Operator Agents; and



Elexon.
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About This Document
Not sure where to start? We suggest reading the following sections:






Have
Have
Have
Have

5 mins? Read section 1
15 mins? Read sections 1, 8 and 9
30 mins? Read all except section 6
longer? Read all sections and the annexes and attachments

You can find the definitions of the terms and acronyms used in this document in
the BSC Glossary

This is the P395 Draft Modification Report, which Elexon will present to the Panel at its
meeting on 9 June 2022. The Panel will agree a final recommendation to the Authority on
whether or not the change should be made.
There are four parts to this document:


This is the main document. It provides details of the solution, impacts, costs,
benefits/drawbacks and proposed implementation approach. It also summarises
the Workgroup’s key views on the areas set by the Panel in its Terms of
Reference, and contains details of the Workgroup’s membership and full Terms of
Reference.



Attachment A contains the draft redlined changes to the BSC for P395.



Attachment B contains the Business Requirements for P395.



Attachment C contains the full responses received to the Workgroup’s Assessment
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Summary

1

Why Change?
The Electricity Market Reform Settlement company (EMRS) calculates the Final
Consumption Levy (FCL) for each Supplier and Central Volume Allocation (CVA) Registrant
based on BM Unit Demand volumes provided by Balancing and Settlement Code (BSC)
systems and HH Metering System Metered Volumes received from Half Hourly Data
Aggregators (HHDAs).
At present, the ‘BM Unit Gross Demand’ volumes provided to EMRS are based upon the
same import volumes that are used in the Settlement calculations. The BM Unit Gross
Demand Report attributes to Suppliers electricity they have provided to Generators

Final Consumption
Levies
Final Consumption Levy
is the charge applied
to the gross demand
data- which includes
certain
volumes of electricity for
which Suppliers are
responsible (for the
purpose
of Section K of the BSC),
but
which are not ‘supplying’

(including storage facilities) operated by Generation Licensees for activities specified in the
Generation licence, which falls outside the definition of ‘supply’ in the Electricity Act and is
inconsistent with BEIS and Ofgem’s “Upgrading our energy system: smart systems and
flexibility plan”, which clarified that FCLs should not be charged in relation to such imports.
The BSC Panel’s interim solution to mitigate the impact of this issue is limited in scope, as
EMRS can only apply it to Supplier Volume Allocation (SVA) sites where there is only
generation and / or Battery Storage and no Final Demand present.
As a result, many Suppliers and CVA Registrants have been subject to artificially high FCLs
because it is not currently possible for EMRS to accurately identify the correct volume of
import used to determine the FCLs. BSCCo is required to provide the correct volumes to
EMRS, but is not currently able to do so without amending its systems and processes.

Solution
P395 seeks to introduce new and amended processes so that the BM Unit Demand
volumes provided by BSC systems to EMRS in the SAA-I042 “BM Unit Gross Demand” only
includes electricity ‘supplied’ to premises by Suppliers, correctly excluding electricity
imported by Generators and Storage Facilities operated by a generation licensee (as these
volumes fall outside the definition of supply in the BEIS regulations).

Final Demand
Final Demand is defined
by the Authority as
“Electricity which is
consumed other than for
the purposes of
generation or export onto
the electricity network”

To facilitate this, P395 will migrate the responsibility for operating the EMRS interim
solution to BSCCo and will introduce new mechanisms for BSC Systems to calculate the
appropriate adjustments to Demand Volumes for SVA sites where Final Demand is present
and for CVA sites.
This will be achieved by utilising the processes for declaring generation and Storage
Facilities assets introduced by P383 (which will be updated for P419, if approved) and
‘Behind the Boundary Point’ metering being introduced for P375.

Benefits
In the opinion of the Workgroup and Proposer, the primary benefit associated with P395 is
compliance with BEIS Regulations. However, P395 is expected to have the following
benefits:


Facilitating the removal of artificial and unintended barriers to the use of Storage
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Improving competition as Registrants will be charged less than they are currently
being charged.



Resolving issues of EMRS not being able to levy Contracts for Difference (CfD) and
Capacity Market (CM) charges on Suppliers and CVA Registrants correctly, thereby
allowing EMRS to operate consistently with BEIS legislation.



Allowing EMRS to base its charges on data which has been adjusted to remove
electricity imported for the purposes of Licensed Generation received from BSC
Systems and discontinue the Interim Solution.

EMRS has estimated (based on analysis carried out in Q4 2020 while readying delivery of
automated aggregation rules) that approximately £7.5m of FCL could have been
erroneously charged to Suppliers in the period between April 2018 to September 2020.

Impacts & Costs
Costs Estimates
Organisation Implementation

Ongoing

Impacts

Elexon

£2-4k per month

Systems (SAA, SVAA/ Kinnect CRA),

£1.8-2 Million

documents and processes
NGESO

N/A

N/A

None

Industry

Low and elective

TBC

P395 would be an enabling, elective
process, which may require systems
and processes to be amended to
take advantage.

Total £1.8 - 2 Million

£2-4k per month

Implementation cost estimates are based on a “Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM)” impact
assessment from our service provider, representing a range of thresholds and risk
premiums to deliver P395 in the context of a complex pipeline of change over the next 2-3
years that must factor in the implementation of approved Modifications P375 and P376
and P419, and the impacts from implementation of Market Wide Half Hourly Settlement.
The Elexon system costs currently include a high degree of contingency which we expect
to manage down, following a detailed impact assessment and successfully delivery of P375
and P419.
The lead time to deliver P395 is given as 8-12 months in the ROM impact assessment.

Impact on EBGL Article 18 Terms and Conditions
Draft redlined changes to Section K paragraphs 2 and 8 and Section S paragraph 11 have
been identified as falling under the European Balancing Guidelines (EBGL) Article 18 Terms
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with the objectives due to the fact that P395 does not impact Balancing. Nevertheless, as
required by UK law, P395 underwent a month-long EBGL consultation, which received no
responses. In the absence of any new arguments, the Panel are invited to agree that P395
is neutral and consistent with the EBGL Objectives when P395 is considered by the Panel
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Implementation
The Workgroup recommend an Implementation Date for P395 of 2 November 2023 as
part of the November 2023 Standard BSC Release. Given the required lead time and the
dependencies on other in-flight changes, this is the earliest that the Modification can be
implemented and is subject to Ofgem approving P395 by 6 October 2022.

Recommendation
The Panel initially and unanimously agreed that P395 should be approved. There was
unanimous agreement that the Modification better facilitates BSC Applicable Objective (f).
All Members agreed that P395 was neutral against all other Objectives and that it should
be submitted to Ofgem for decision. The Panel believe P395 impacts the EBGL Article
18 balancing terms and conditions and is neutral and consistent with the EBGL objectives.
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Why Change?

2

What is the issue?
The BSC requires BSCCo (or its appointed BSC Agents) to provide EMRS with “EMR
Settlement Data” required to calculate CfD and CM charges for Licensed Suppliers. This
data currently takes the form of the BM Unit Gross Demand Report (SAA-I042), which
includes the total Import for each Supplier’s and each CVA Registrant’s BM Unit(s)
(whether an ordinary Base BM Unit or Additional BM Unit) in each Settlement Period.
Currently the BM Unit Gross Demand report attributes to Suppliers all electricity Imported
by its customers including electricity provided to generators (including storage) operated
by a Generation Licensee for the purpose of carrying out a licensable activity. The issue is
that electricity supplied to generators (including storage facilities) operated by a
Generation Licensee for the purpose of carrying out a licensable activity should be
excluded as it should not be subject to FCL
The Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) and Ofgem made
clear in their joint Smart Systems and Flexibility Plan (published in July 2017) that Imports
to licence-operated generators falls outside the definition of ‘supply’ in the Electricity Act,
and so the Supplier Obligation is not payable in relation to imports to generators or
storage facilities operated by a licensee.
In October 2018, BSCCo issued a consultation on ‘Aligning BSC reporting with EMR
Regulations’, which explained in detail the issue that Modification P395 seeks to address.
On 8 November 2018, the BSC Panel considered responses to the consultation (see paper
284/07), and agreed that:


In the short term, EMRS should implement an interim solution to this issue (to
deal with ‘simple’ sites – where there is only generation and / or battery storage
and no Final Demand - that can be charged correctly using data from the Import
Boundary Point Metering System, without needing data from on-site ‘submetering’). This solution was implemented by EMRS in February 2019.



In the longer term, an enduring solution should be implemented within the BSC to
ensure that all sites can be charged correctly. This would include the migration of
the EMRS Interim Solution to BSC systems.

At the time, Elexon advised the BSC Panel that the enduring solution would need to build
upon the solutions for Modification Proposals P344 TERRE and Wider Access and P375
‘Settlement of Secondary BM Units using metering behind the site Boundary Point’. It
would also need to be consistent with the outcome of Ofgem’s October 2017 consultation
on ‘Clarifying the regulatory framework for electricity storage’.

Who is affected by this issue?
Whilst the adoption of the P395 solution would not be mandatory and notwithstanding the
application of the interim solution, all Suppliers and generators (including storage)
operated by a Generation Licensee are affected by this issue.
With the exception of the simple SVA sites that qualify for the interim solution, EMRS
currently includes Imports to licensee-operated generators and storage in its calculation of
FCLs to Suppliers and CVA Registrants.
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The Proposer illustrated the issue in more detail by describing a site that has a mixture of
Licensee-operated Storage (e.g. battery storage); Licensee-operated Generation (e.g. a
solar farm); and a ‘Final Demand’ Customer(s). See Figure 1 below:

Normally (i.e. in the absence of any attempt to use the EMRS interim solution) EMR
processes would calculate CfD and CM levies for this site using Import metered data from
the Supplier’s Boundary Point Metering System (i.e. Meter 1 in Figure 1). This means CfD
and CM levies would be charged on net Imports to the site. The effect of this is
summarised in Table 1:

Table 1 – Current Default Approach to charging CFD and CM
Levies
(CfD and CM levies calculated based on net Import at Boundary Point)

No.

Scenario

Charging Treatment

1.

Electricity imported from Total System, and
used by a Licensee-operated generator
(e.g. technical losses in a licensed
generating unit or Storage Facility).
Electricity imported from Total System, and
used for some non-generation licensed
purpose (e.g. end use by a customer, or
exempt generation).
Electricity imported from Total System,
stored for a period of time in a generation
Licensee-operated Storage Facility, and
then Exported back to the Total System.
Electricity imported from Total System,
stored for a period of time in a Licenseeoperated Storage Facility, and then used
on-site for some non-generation licensed
purpose (e.g. end use by a customer, or
exempt generation).
Any electricity generated on-site (from
something other than electricity, i.e. not
storage), regardless of whether it’s used
on-site, or stored and subsequently
Exported.

Supplier charged on Imports to
Licensee-operated Generation.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Supplier charged on Imports to
customer.
Supplier charged on Imports to
the Storage (in relation to the
Settlement Period in which the
Import occurred).
Supplier charged on Imports to
the Storage (in relation to the
Settlement Period in which the
Import occurred).
Supplier not charged.
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The Proposer has identified that Scenarios 1 and 3 in Table 1 are inconsistent with the
EMR Regulations. The Supplier is being charged for Imports provided to a Licenseoperated generator for generation-related activities. Such Imports are not deemed to
constitute ‘supply’ under the Electricity Act, and should not be charged for.
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is an SVA Metering System that is only recording Imports to generators (including storage
facilities) operated by a Generation Licensee.
The Proposer notes that existing Settlement differencing arrangements might be used to
specifically meter the different activities at a complex site. However, the Proposer
concluded that use of these existing BSC provisions would still result in scenarios being
charged in a way that is inconsistent with the BEIS regulations. Please see the Modification
Proposal form for more details.
Elexon agrees with the Proposer’s assessment of the issue and notes that resolving the
issue would resolve an outstanding action on BEIS and Ofgem’s Smart Systems and
Flexibility Plan.

Background
Elexon (as ‘BSCCo’) is the code manager for the BSC, with responsibility for managing and
delivering the end-to-end services set out in the BSC. In accordance with Section V5, this
includes the provision of ‘gross demand data’ for purposes of Capacity Market (CM) and
Contract for Difference (CfD) charging. The Government introduced these schemes in
2014 as part of their programme of Electricity Market Reform (EMR).
The CfD and CM schemes are funded by Suppliers, as laid out in secondary legislation:


The Contracts for Difference (Electricity Supplier Obligations) Regulations 2014, as

What is Electricity
Market Reform?
Electricity Market Reform
is a government policy to
incentivise investment in
secure, low-carbon
electricity, improve the
security of Great Britain's
electricity supply, and
improve affordability for
consumers
CfDs are designed as an
incentive for investment in
new low-carbon electricity
generation. The CM is
designed to ensure
sufficient and reliable
generation capacity
and/or demand side
response (DSR) when
there is a high chance of
insufficient electricity
available on the
Transmission System.

amended, specify payments to be made by licensed Suppliers to LCCC, in order to
fund payments to CfD generators (and the costs of administering the CfD
scheme).


The Electricity Capacity (Supplier Payment etc.) Regulations 2014, as amended,

LCCC and ESC

specify payments to be made by licensed Suppliers to ESC, in order to fund

These two private limited
companies, wholly owned
by the Secretary of State
for Business, Energy
and Industrial Strategy
(BEIS), were created to
deliver and operate key
elements of the
government’s EMR
Programme.
LCCC was established to
be the counterpart to
CfDs,
while ESC’s role is to
oversee the settlement of
the Capacity Market to
ensure that regular
payments are made to
capacity providers who
have agreed to provide
capacity at times of
system stress.

payments to capacity providers (and the costs of administering the CM scheme).
The costs of both schemes are shared between Suppliers in proportion to their gross
demand i.e. the volume of electricity that they supply to customers in GB. The actual
process of calculating payments and issuing invoices is currently performed by EMRS,
acting as EMR Settlement Services Provider (SSP) for the Low Carbon Contracts Company
(LCCC) and Electricity Settlements Company (ESC).

What data does EMRS use to calculate EMR Supplier charges?
EMR Supplier charges are levied on the electricity supplied by Suppliers to their customers.
EMRS uses each Supplier’s Gross Imports to calculate each Suppliers’ charges.
‘Supply’ is defined in Section 4(4) of the Electricity Act 1989. The definition is as follows:

‘“Supply”, in relation to electricity, means its supply to premises in cases where:
(a) it is conveyed to the premises wholly or partly by means of a
distribution system, or
(b) (without being so conveyed) it is supplied to the premises from a
substation to which it has been conveyed by means of a transmission
system,
but does not include its supply to premises occupied by a licence holder for the
purpose of carrying on activities which he is authorised by his licence to carry on’
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As the flow of all electricity to and from Distribution and Transmission Systems must be
metered at the Boundary Point for Settlement purposes, EMRS uses BSC Settlement Data
to identify what Suppliers have supplied and therefore to calculate EMR Supplier charges.
The Settlement Data consists of gross Half Hourly Metered Data that represents the total
metered Imports to Suppliers’ customers (i.e. Gross Demand).

What are the BSC provisions relating to EMR Settlement Data?
On 1 August 2014, the Secretary of State designated changes to the BSC in order to
support the implementation and operation of EMR. This included requirements on BSCCo
to provide EMRS with any Settlement Data required for purposes of calculating FCLs.
These requirements are in Sections V5 and C11.2 of the BSC, and can be summarised as
follows:


BSCCo (or its appointed BSC Agents) must provide LCCC and ESC (or their
appointed EMR SSP) with any data required for purposes of EMR Settlement
(“EMR Settlement Data”);



BSCCo must provide the BSC Panel with (and publish on its website) a Schedule of

Gross Demand
Gross Demand is the
volume of Active Import
(i.e. electrical energy
entering premises from a
Distribution System or
Transmission system at a
Boundary Point).

EMR Settlement Data identifying the EMR Settlement Data that is being provided;
and


EMRS must enter into an agreement with BSCCo, preventing them from using the
data for purposes other than EMR Settlement.

Related Modifications
P344 ‘Project TERRE’
P344 ‘Project TERRE implementation into GB market arrangements’ was raised by National
Grid on 1 June 2016 to align the BSC with the European Balancing Project TERRE (Trans
European Replacement Reserves Exchange) requirements. As part of this alignment, a
new type of BSC Party (a Virtual Lead Party (VLP)), and BM Unit (a Secondary BM Unit)
were created as a way for customers to participate in TERRE and the Balancing Mechanism
without relying on their Supplier.
The P395 Solution builds on processes introduced by P344 that enable SVAA to request
metered data for relevant SVA Boundary Point Metering Systems from HHDAs.
P375 ‘Metering behind the Boundary Point’
Under current arrangements, metering at the site Boundary Point does not allow for
differentiation between the delivery of Balancing Services and other actions on site.
P375 ‘Settlement of Secondary BM Units using metering behind the site Boundary Point’
was raised by Flexitricity on 10 December 2018 to enable a mixture of metering at the
defined Boundary Point and Asset metering, enabling Settlement to determine metered
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implemented on 30 June 2022, will allow Secondary BM Units to be settled at a Settlement
quality Meter at a point behind the Boundary Point Meter.
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data for Asset Meters from HHDCs. The main difference is that the Asset Metering Systems
in question would be registered by Suppliers, rather than by AMVLPs.

P383 ‘Enhanced reporting of demand data to the NETSO to facilitate CUSC
Modifications CMP280 and CMP281’
P383 ‘Enhanced reporting of demand data to the NETSO to facilitate CUSC Modifications
CMP280 and CMP281’ was implemented in April 2021 in response to Ofgem's challenge to
industry that storage facilities should be excluded from certain Transmission Network Use
of System (TNUOS) and Balancing Services Use of System (BSUoS) charges.
The P395 Solution builds on processes for declaring and validating generation assets and
metering systems proposed by P383 – except that this proposal would extend the P383
processes to apply to Asset Metering Systems as well as Boundary Point Metering Systems,
and would apply to all Generation operated by a generation licence holder (not just
Storage).

P419 ‘Enhanced Reporting of Demand Data to the NETSO to facilitate BSUoS
Reform’
P419 ‘Enhanced Reporting of Demand Data to the NETSO to facilitate BSUoS Reform’
seeks to enhance the solution implemented for P383 in April 2021 by extending the scope
of the data provided to NETSO to include non-Final Demand. P419 will be implemented as
part of the February 2023 Release of BSC Systems.
The P395 Solution builds on processes introduced by P383 and updated for P419 for selfdeclaration, except that it would apply to Asset Metering Systems as well as Boundary
Point Metering Systems, and all Licensed Generation (not just Licensed Storage).

Desired outcomes
P395 seeks to introduce an enduring solution that will allow EMRS to calculate FCL charges
in accordance with the compliance with BEIS regulations. The need for data provided by
BSCCo to comply with the regulations had been originally highlighted by Ofgem and BEIS
in their Smart Systems and Flexibility Plan, published in 2017.
The P395 Proposer wants to pay the correct level of charges and desires consistency for all
sites which include generation and storage. The Proposer had also initially desired for the
P395 solution to apply to potentially non-domestic and domestic customers, however it
should be noted that the incorporation of Asset Metering introduced by P375 only works
with HH Metering at the Boundary Point and would therefore require the use of a Smart
Meter.
The enduring solution resulting from P395 is intended to cover assets at CVA sites or
complicated SVA sites, which are not covered by the interim solution.
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3

Solution

Proposed solution
P395 proposes to implement an enduring solution that will exclude electricity imported by
Generators (including Battery Storage) operated by a licensee for generation activities
from the SAA-I042 ‘BM Unit Gross Demand Report’ (which will be renamed to ‘BM Unit
Chargeable Demand Report’).
To facilitate this enduring solution, P395 will incorporate the interim solution implemented
by EMRS in February 2019 and introduce new mechanisms to identify and exclude
electricity consumed under the provisions of the generation licence to cover other types of
site: complicated SVA sites (where there is Final Demand as well as Generation at the
site), and CVA sites. This solution will cover Generation and / or Storage facilities where
the related Boundary Point Metering Systems are registered in the Supplier Meter
Registration Service (SMRS) or in the Central Meter Registration Service (CMRS).
Under the P395 solution, Suppliers and CVA Registrants will be required to declare details
of the site(s) for which they wish to have their Gross BM Unit Demand adjusted for the
purposes of Final Consumption Levy charging. There are three distinct types of declaration
required:
1) EMR MSID Declaration – where there is no Final Demand at a SVA-connected site,
Suppliers will be required to declare the Import MSID(s) for each site – there is no
requirement to register Generators / Storage Facilities as Assets.
2) EMR AMSID Declaration – where there is final demand at a SVA-connected site,
Suppliers will be required to declare the MSID Pair(s) and AMSID Pair(s) for each
site – Suppliers will be required to register each Generator and Storage Facility as
an Asset in accordance with BSCP602 in order to obtain an AMSID Pair for each
(unless a Generator or Storage Facility has already been registered as an asset
using the P375 process, when the Supplier should use the existing AMSID Pair).
3) EMR CVA BM Unit Declaration – where the Generators / Storage Facilities are
located behind a CVA-connected site, the CVA Registrant will be required to
declare the relevant CVA BM Unit – there is no requirement to register Generators
/ Storage Facilities as Assets.
Asset registration is only required for the EMR AMSID Declarations. The following highlevel process flow describes the process of declaring an Asset to obtain an AMSID Pair as
part of the preparation of an EMR AMSID Declaration:
1

Supplier ensures that each Generation / Storage Facility to be included in an EMR
AMSID Declaration has been registered as an Asset in the Register. This is a
three-stage process, which is set out in BSCP602:
a) Register Asset

2

b) Register Asset Metering Party Agents
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c) Register Asset Meters
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Elexon Kinnect Processes Asset Registration & generates AMSID Pair for a valid
Asset Registration and notifies Supplier

3

Elexon Kinnect validates EMR AMSID Declaration
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4

Supplier appoints Asset Metering Party Agents (MOA and HHDC) to AMSID Pair
and registers them with Kinnect (1b)

5

MOA installs Asset Meters and Supplier registers Asset Meters with Kinnect (1c)

6

Supplier submits a EMR AMSID Declaration into Elexon Kinnect

7

HHDA Submits HH Metering System Metered Data and HHDC submits Asset
Metering System Metered Data to SVAA

8

SVAA performs calculations and sends ‘Supplier BM Unit Non-Chargeable Demand’
data to SAA

9

SAA performs calculations and includes new ‘BM Unit Chargeable Demand’ data in
the SAA-I042 sent to EMRS

10

Non-chargeable imports are now removed from the BM Unit Demand sent to
EMRS

Note that, while the Supplier will be notified of the AMSID Pair after the successful
validation of the Asset Registration, the Supplier will not be allowed to submit the EMR
AMSID Declaration until they have successfully registered Asset Metering Party Agents and
Asset Meters for the relevant Asset.

New and Amended Processes for P395
This will be achieved by creating new and amending existing BSC systems and processes
as detailed below:


Amend BSC systems and processes so that the SAA-I042 ‘BM Unit Gross Demand
Report’ only includes electricity ‘supplied’ to premises by licensed Suppliers or used
by CVA Registrants, and therefore excludes electricity imported by Generators
operated by a licensee for generation activities (i.e. those activities authorised by
their generation licence to carry on). For the avoidance of doubt, the SAA-I014
sub-flow 2 will not be changed.



Put in place BSC processes and assurance measures for the declaration of SVA and
CVA Generation and Storage Facilities.



Use existing boundary metering alongside the introduction of new asset metering
to determine the volume of the metered Import through the site boundary point(s)
that is chargeable for EMRS purposes.



Use existing BSC processes for collection and aggregation of SVA Boundary Point
MSID Half Hourly Metering System Metered Volumes and CVA BM Unit Volumes.



Extend the processes relating to registration of Assets and related Asset Metering
Systems to be introduced for Approved Modification P375 in June 2022.



Introduce new BSC processes that:
o

327/03
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sum the metered import for each SVA Boundary Point Import MSID
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registered as part of an EMR MSID Declaration for each Supplier BM Unit
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and deduct it from the BM Unit Gross Demand for the relevant BM Unit to
give ‘Period BM Unit Chargeable Demand’;
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o

derive the chargeable and non-chargeable Import for each site registered
in an EMR AMSID Declaration and subtract it from the BM Unit Gross
Demand for the relevant BM Unit(s) to give ‘Period BM Unit Chargeable
Demand’; and



set the non-chargeable Import associated with each CVA BM Unit registered as
part of an EMR CVA BM Unit Declaration to be equal to the Metered Volume for
the BM Unit, which effectively sets the ‘Period BM Unit Chargeable Demand’ to 0
MWh.

All of the above processes are for EMR Service Provider purposes only. The unaltered
metered volumes for BM Units must be used for Settlement purposes and existing BSC
Settlement volumes and process are not impacted

Supplier ensures that each Generation / Storage Facility to be included in
an EMR AMSID Declaration has been registered as an Asset in the Register
Before a Supplier can submit an EMR AMSID Declaration for a complicated SVA site, the
Supplier must ensure that each Generation / Storage Facility at that site has been
registered as an Asset in the Asset Metering System Register (the “Register”).
If the Asset has already been registered by an AMVLP for the purposes of P375, then the
Supplier shall be allowed to include the related AMSID Pair in its EMR AMSID Declaration.
Suppliers should not register an Asset separately for the purposes of P395 if it has already
been registered.
This process will be as described for AMVLPs under P375, and set out in the P375 version
of BSCP602 ‘SVA Metering System and Asset Metering System Register’, except that a
Supplier will be responsible for the registration of the Assets and the appointment of Asset
Metering Agents instead of the AMVLP.

Elexon Kinnect Processes Asset Registrations
Elexon’s Kinnnect Customer Solution (“Kinnect”) will be amended to allow a Supplier to
register an Asset in order to obtain an AMSID Pair for P395 – from P375 implementation
on 30 June 2022 only AMVLPs will be allowed to do this. The three-stage registration
process will be exactly the same for Suppliers as for AMVLPs.
A Supplier would be able to either manually use Kinnect to enter records, or upload a file
with this information into Kinnect or (in cases where they do not have access) send an
email to the BSC Service Desk containing the information to uploaded into Kinnect.
Suppliers must have successfully completed all three registration stages for an Asset,
including the appointment of Asset Metering Party Agents, before submitting the EMR
AMSID Declaration containing the related AMSID Pair – otherwise the SVAA shall reject the
Declaration.
Where a Supplier has submitted a P0297 ‘Asset Registration’ data flow to the SVAA to
register a Generation or Storage Facility as an Asset for the purposes of P395, but the
Asset has already been registered by an AMVLP, the SVAA shall send a P0299 ‘Asset
Registration Acceptance’ data flow, which will contain the AMSID Pair details, to the
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SVAA shall store the details of a Supplier (as a P395 Declarant) against an AMSID Pair for
the purposes of validation of EMR AMSID Declarations.

Kinnect generates an AMSID Pair
On successful validation of the Asset Registration details, Kinnect shall generate an AMSID
Pair for the Asset Registration and shall notify the Supplier through a Confirmation of Asset
Registration (P0299). As stated above, the Supplier shall not be allowed to submit an EMR
AMSID Declaration including the AMSID Pair, until Registration Stages 2 & 3 have
completed successfully.

Validating a P395 Declaration
On receipt of a P395 Declaration, Kinnect will validate the Declaration, using information
contained within its own database and in external databases (e.g. Ofgem’s Public Register
and Companies House, as well as the EES (Electricity Enquiry Service), which is the new
name for the ECOES (Electricity Central Online Enquiry Service), under the Retail Energy
Code) to check the completeness, accuracy and validity of a request, and to retrieve
details of the Supplier and HHDA for each MSID included in the Declaration.
If the Declaration does not contain all mandatory data items, Kinnect will reject the
Declaration and send a Declaration Rejection Notification to the Supplier or CVA Registrant
via the same method that the Declaration has been submitted (i.e made available via the
front-end of Kinnect or email).
If validation is successfully completed, Kinnect will record the Supplier and HHDA for each
MSID in the Declaration and will issue a ‘Declaration Acceptance’ to the Declarant.

Supplier appoints Asset Metering Party Agents to an AMSID Pair and
Registers them with Kinnect
Once a Supplier has received the AMSID Pair , they will be required to appoint Asset
Metering Party Agents and register them in Kinnect in Stage 2 of the three-stage
Registration process for Asset Metering Systems under P395, before they can include that
AMSID Pair in a Declaration. These Asset Metering Party Agents will be called “AMVLP
Agents” under P375, but under P395 the name will be changed to reflect that participants
other than AMVLPs will be required to appoint them.
Asset Metering Party Agents shall comprise:


a Meter Operation Agent (MOA) or an Asset Metering MOA (AMMOA), where the
latter is allowed by CoP11;



a Half Hourly Data Collector (HHDC); and, additionally, if desired



an Asset Metering HHDC (AMHHDC).
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MOA installs Asset Meters and Supplier registers Asset Meters with Elexon
Kinnect (SVA only - required for the EMR AMSID Declarations)
The MOA or AMMOA appointed to an AMSID Pair shall install an Import and, where
required, an Export Asset Meter and shall report Meter Technical Details to the relevant
Supplier and HHDC.
The Supplier will register the Asset Meters with Kinnect in Stage 3 of the three-stage
Registration process under P395.

Calculation of ‘Non-Chargeable BM Unit Demand’
The ‘Non-Chargeable BM Unit Demand’ will be calculated as follows:


For an EMR MSID Declaration, 100% of the metered volume for each Import
MSID in the Declaration shall be considered as non-chargeable.



For an EMR AMSID Declaration, the non-chargeable import volumes shall be
calculated using Metered Volumes from both the Boundary Point MSIDs and the
AMSIDs included in the Declaration.



For an EMR CVA BM Unit Declaration, 100% of the CVA BM unit metered
volume for each CVA BM Unit in the declaration shall be considered as nonchargeable.

Further detail on the calculations used to calculate ‘Non-Chargeable BM Unit Demand’,
including the aggregation of data and application of GSP Group Correction Factors can be
found in the P395 Business Requirements in Attachment B.

SAA Calculations
In order to send volumes to the EMR SSC that are consistent with the BEIS regulations,
the SAA shall set the Chargeable BM Unit Demand for declared CVA BM Units to “0” MWh
and shall use the Non-Chargeable BM Unit Demand for Supplier BM Units received from
the SVAA to calculate the ‘TLM-adjusted Chargeable BM Unit Demand’, for inclusion in the
SAA-I042 sent to the EMR SSC “BM Unit Gross Demand Report” instead of the TLMadjusted BM Unit Gross Demand that is currently included.
Further detail on the SAA calculations to be undertaken for P395 can be found in the
Business Requirements in Attachment B.

Changes to the SAA-I042
SAA shall amend the SAA-I042 sent to EMRS to:
1) Rename the SAA-I042 Report from ‘BM Unit Gross Demand’ to ‘BM Unit
Chargeable Demand’
2) Rename the ‘TLM-Adjusted Gross Demand’ Data Item to ‘TLM-Adjusted BM Unit
Chargeable Demand’
3) Use the values of ‘TLM Adjusted BM Unit Chargeable Demand’ calculated in
accordance with BR10 to populate ‘TLM-Adjusted Period BM Unit Chargeable
Demand’
Apart from the above, the structure of the SAA-I042 will not change for P395.
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Assurance measures
In order to provide assurance that Asset Metering Systems are being used correctly and so
are still valid, Elexon will review P395 Declarations on a regular basis.
For any sites Elexon finds that are no longer valid it will end-date the registration of invalid
sites and report these to BSCCo and notify the Registrant.
BSCCo will maintain and publish on the BSC Website a public record of all Generation and
Storage Assets that are part of a current valid Declaration. The report shall be published
on a regular basis, this record will be a list showing the Asset Details.
What if a Market Participant raises a concern?
Where a Market Participant, or any other interested non-BSC party, believes that a given
P395 Declaration does not does not accurately describe the site configuration, then they
could report such a P395 Site to BSCCo.
When raising a concern in regards to a specific P395 Declaration, the interested party
should provide a rationale and evidence for notifying BSCCo that the Declaration is not
valid. BSCCo will then perform a series of checks to determine whether the Declaration is
invalid and should be reported to the BSC Panel.

BSC Systems Publish Market-wide report
Elexon will publish a regular monthly report that aggregates the total volumes of nonchargeable Imports (at GSP Group level by Settlement Period for each data month) related
to sites declared under P395.

Migration of EMRS interim solution to BSC Systems
In order to facilitate the migration of the EMRS Interim Solution - currently operated by
EMR SSC - as part of the P395 solution, EMRS will send to the SVAA the details of all
Supplier sites currently included in the workaround (i.e. for ‘simple’ SVA sites, where there
is only SVA-connected generation and / or storage, and no customer consumption, behind
the Boundary Point) to BSCCo 10 Working Days before the P395 Implementation Date.
At 23:59:59 hrs on the day before the P395 Implementation date, the EMRS shall cease
performing the EMRS Interim Solution and responsibility for excluding electricity imported
by Generators operated by a licensee for generation activities from the data used by EMRS
to calculate the FCL charges will transfer to Elexon.

Creation of new ‘On-Site Energy Allocation Methodology’ Configurable Item
In order to ensure a robust governance process and industry visibility of any proposed
changes to the method by which SVAA would calculate non-chargeable demand under
P395, Elexon will create the ‘On-Site Energy Allocation Methodology’ as a new Category 3
BSC Configurable Item as part of the implementation of P395, which will specify how the
SVAA should calculate non-chargeable demand using the metered volumes for the
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Elexon would review from time to time whether the On-Site Energy Allocation Methodology
was appropriate for all ‘complicated’ SVA sites; if changes were required, Elexon would
update the Methodology document for consultation before requesting approval from the
BSC Panel in accordance with the new process to be set out in BSCP40 – Change
Management.
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Are there any (other) alternative solutions?
The Workgroup did not identify any alternative solutions that would better address the
P395 defect and the Applicable BSC Objectives than the Proposed Solution. However, the
Workgroup did discuss a number of solution options, which are detailed in section 6.

Responses to the Assessment Consultation
Do you agree with the Workgroup that there are no other potential
Alternative Modifications within the scope of P395 which would better
facilitate the Applicable BSC Objectives?
Yes

No

Neutral/No
Comment

Other

6

0

0

0

Respondents unanimously agreed with the Workgroup that there are no alternative
solutions that better address P395. One respondent mentioned that another route could be
EMRS to facilitate changes directly, avoiding changes to the BSC and its systems, however
they noted that this would be outside of the scope of the BSC change process, so agreed
with the Workgroup’s view that there are not any other viable alternative Modification
proposals.

Legal text
The Legal Text to deliver the P395 solution can be found in Attachment A. Please note that
changes to the Code Subsidiary Documents will be drafted as part of the implementation
of P395, if approved.
The P395 solution is dependent on the use of Asset Metering behind the Boundary Point,
which will be delivered as part of the solution to P375 on 30 June 2022. Consequently the
BSC changes for P395 build on the BSC changes for P375, as modified by P433, and can
only be implemented in full on top of the BSC Baseline for the June 2022 Release.
The versions of the BSC sections amended for P395 that were issued for the Assessment
Procedure and Report Phase consultations were baselined on the approved BSC sections
for P375 / P433 and P420, but do not include any Modifications implemented after 1
September 2021. We are presenting these changes with this P395 Modification Report for
approval by the Authority and we will raise an “P395 alignment Modification” much nearer
the P395 implementation date to implement the full intent of P395 into the BSC on the
prevailing BSC Baseline at that time.
Elexon believes that a “P395 alignment Modification” would be necessary, irrespective of
the BSC Baseline version on which the P395 changes are presented, due to the changes to
the BSC Baseline that are inevitable as a result of Modifications that will be implemented in
the 17 months between the submission of this P395 Final Modification Report to the
Authority in June 2022 and the November 2023 Release Implementation Date, if P395 is
approved, and so this is the best approach.
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Responses to the Assessment Consultation
Do you agree with the Workgroup that the draft legal text in Attachment A
delivers the intention of P395?
Neutral/No
Yes
No
Other
Comment
6

0

0

0

Respondents unanimously agreed with the Workgroup that the draft legal text in
Attachment A delivers the intention of P395 Solution.
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4

Impacts & Costs

Estimated implementation costs of P395
Implementation cost estimates
Organisation

Item

Implementation
Cost

Elexon

SAA, SVAA

£1.8 – 2.0 million These estimates are based on a

Comment

(Kinnect) and

“Rough Order of Magnitude

CRA BSC

(ROM)” impact assessment from

Systems

our service providers for SAA
and SVAA, representing a range
of thresholds and risk premiums
to deliver P395 in the context of
a complex pipeline of change
over the next 2-3 years that
must factor in the
implementation of approved
Modifications P375 and P376
and, if approved, Pending
Modification P419, and the
impacts from implementation of
Market Wide Half Hourly
Settlement.
The lead time to deliver P395 is
given as 8-12 months in the
ROM impact assessment.
We will be aiming to refine these
estimates over the course of
assessment of P395.

Documents

£4-5k

Other
NGESO

Industry

Systems

N/A

Other

N/A

Systems &

No significant

The P395 process would be

processes

costs identified.

elective.

Total £1.8 – 2.0 million

The Workgroup noted that P395 is targeting delivery during a time with many in-flight
Modifications and technology upgrades, ultimately increasing the risk premium associated
with this project.
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which is the earliest that BSC Systems can be amended to deliver P395. In discussions, it
was considered whether an alternative delivery date after MWHHS would be viable, noting
that could incur fewer risk premiums and ultimately lower costs, but members noted that
the timetable for MWHHS remains uncertain and subject to change (with some members
believing that this would not allow P395 to go live until 2025-6). The Proposer and
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Workgroup believed November 2023 remains the best opportunity to implement P395 and
allows sufficient time between P395 and MWHHS go live to realise the cost benefits case
for P395.
As Elexon have been working with its Service Providers to ensure they fully understand the
solution and its impacts on central systems, P395 has gone through two ROM impact
assessments (January 2022 and March 2022) indicating the total cost and total project
duration to deliver the P395 Business Requirements impacting SVAA (DCP) and CRA.
In January 2022, Elexon’s main service provider returned a ROM indicating a cost of £1.8 2.4 million and a project duration of 8-12 months for P395, but a second ROM in March
2022 reduced these costs by approximately 25%, with an estimated price of £1.4 - 1.8
million, but with no change to the project duration. The Workgroup noted this and
discussed the fall in expected costs as the service provider’s level of certainty and
confidence improved, welcoming the decreased costs, but noting that the costs for P395
remain significant for industry, particularly against a backdrop of significant industry
change and investment in Elexon central systems. Elexon assured the group that it will
report final costs to the BSC Panel following the detailed impact assessment, expected
between September and October 2022. Further, Elexon believes the ROM includes
significant risk and contingency premiums and expects to manage the risks with its service
providers to reduce costs.

Benefits
In the opinion of the Workgroup and Proposer, the primary benefit associated with P395 is
compliance with BEIS Regulations. However, P395 is expected to also have the following
benefits:


Facilitating the removal of artificial and unintended barriers to the use of Storage
by allowing a Registrant to be charged appropriate levies for electricity provided to
licensed Generation. It was noted that theoretically there are methods other than
a BSC Modification that could achieve the desired result, but that P395 would be
the most efficient method.



Improving competition as Suppliers and CVA Registrants would be charged less
than they are currently being charged.



Resolving issues of EMRS not being able to levy CfD and CM charges on Suppliers
and CVA Registrants correctly, thereby allowing EMRS to determine charges in
accordance with BEIS legislation.



Allowing EMRS to base its charges on data received from BSC Systems and
discontinue the onerous Interim Solution.

EMRS estimate (based on analysis carried out in Q4 2020 while readying delivery of
automated aggregation rules) that approximately £7.5m of FCL could had been
erroneously charged to Suppliers in the period between April 2018 and September 2020.
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Responses to the Assessment Consultation
If you are a Supplier, are the levels of cost justified by the levels of benefit
you expect to get from P395?
Of the responses received to the P395 consultation from Suppliers, several called out
perceived high P395 central costs and noted the significant investment that the industry is
already undertaking to central systems to facilitate MHHS and other industry change.
One respondent noted that it would be useful for a detailed breakdown of the estimated
£7.5m EMRS overcharging figure, to establish whether this total reflected both licensed
generation and exempt supply. EMRS responded that £7.5m was a high-level estimate that
was limited to the data that EMRS currently handle, extrapolated across known licensed
Generators and licensed Suppliers.
Elexon since clarified that these exclusions relate to BMU or Trading Units relating to
Generating Plants of over 100MW, which should all be “Licensed Generators” and thus
eligible for FCL Exemption from Supplier charges. This means the estimated £7.5 million is
entirely related to Licensed Generation – with none of it relating to Exempt Supply,
supporting the argument for the P395 business case.

Estimated benefit to Suppliers
The Workgroup understand that P395 offers a largely neutral level of direct benefit to
Suppliers, enabling accurate charging of CM and CfD which is ultimately charged to the
end consumer. The Proposer believes there are softer benefits to consider from increased
competition and impacts on system management, as some customers may be able to
install battery storage and use the P395 methodology to better allocates costs. The net
positive of more assets being able to participate in balancing services and other markets
could reduce the overall cost of managing the system and place downward pressure on
the wholesale price.
The Workgroup included an additional question in the consultation to understand whether
the cost associated with appointing Party Agents could potentially de-incentivise Suppliers
from registering Assets.

Responses to the Assessment Consultation
Do you expect the cost associated with appointing Party Agents to deincentivise Suppliers from registering Assets?
Yes

No

Neutral/No
Comment

Other

0

1

4

1

Most respondents did not have a view on this question. One Supplier responded that they
did not believe that the potential costs would de-incentivise Suppliers. One respondent
noted potential for asset metering service costs to act as a barrier for Suppliers, but
envisaged that these costs would be considered against the benefits of removal of
associated EMRS charges when qualifying consumers are considering whether to register
an asset.
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Estimated ongoing costs of P395
Ongoing cost estimates
Organisation Cost / Month Comment
Elexon

£2-4k

Extra 10 WD/Month for Elexon operations to support P395
ongoing following implementation for managing and
resolving activities related to P395 sites.

NGESO

N/A

Industry

Low

P395 is an elective process that Parties can choose to take
advantage of, but does not affect existing arrangements.

Total £2-4k

P395 impacts
Impact on BSC Parties and Party Agents
Party/Party Agent

Impact

Suppliers

The impacts below only apply to those
Low
Suppliers and CVA Registrants that wish to
submit P395 declarations in order to have their
FCLs calculated accurately.

CVA Registrants

Estimated cost

Suppliers and CVA Registrants will need to be
able to submit P395 Declarations to Kinnect
and process the responses.
Suppliers wishing to submit EMR AMSID
Declarations will need to:
i)

be able to register Assets with Kinnect
and to receive and process response
files; and

ii)
HHDCs

appoint Asset Metering Party Agents.

Suppliers will be required to appoint Asset

Low

Metering Party Agents to Asset Metering
Systems, so Asset Metering Party Agents will
MOAs

need to be able to exchange Asset Metering
Hub data flows with Suppliers as well as
AMVLPs. Existing BSC processes will apply to
collection and aggregation of Boundary Point
Metered Volumes.

Impact on the NETSO
Impact
No impact
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Impact on BSCCo
Area of ELEXON

Impact

Estimated cost

Assurance

Managing and resolving additional queries.

less than £1K

Identifying which sites included in P395

per month

declarations should be selected for a site
check.
Reporting any invalid P395 sites to the Panel.
Settlement and

Management of exception handling,

Approximately

Invoicing

escalations and incident management

£1K per

Analysis of P395 data to ascertain whether

month

P395 sites have been declared appropriately
and providing such analysis to the Assurance
team.
Participant Management Providing assistance to Suppliers registering

Approximately

Assets and submitting declarations;

£1K per

Validation of applications and registrations.

month

Impact on EMRS
Impact

Estimated cost

Overall positive impact on EMRS following migration of interim solution to Very low
BSC Systems. Effort to support implementation includes providing details
of MSIDs currently using the interim solution and amending EMR
aggregation rules to cease the running of the interim solution. This low
cost is expected to be counterbalanced by potential savings from no
longer having to operate the Interim Solution.

Impact on BSC Settlement Risks
This Modification will not impact BSC Settlement Risks, as it does not impact Settlement.

Impact on BSC Systems and process
BSC System /
Process

Impact

SVAA (Kinnect)

Must be amended to:
i.

allow Suppliers to register Assets in order to obtain AMSID
Pairs;

ii.

iii.
CRA (Elexon
Kinnect)

allow Suppliers to submit Declarations
a.

EMR MSID Declarations

b.

EMR AMSID Declarations

Allow DCP to pull details of Declarations.

Must be amended to:
i.

allow CVA Registrants to submit EMR CVA BM Unit
Declarations

ii.

send details of CVA BM Units notified in Declarations to SAA
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Impact on BSC Systems and process
BSC System /
Process

Impact

SVAA (DCP)

Must be amended to:
i.

Apply line losses to the metered volumes for Import
Boundary Point MSIDs included in an EMR MSID
Declaration;

ii.

Calculate amount of non-chargeable Demand for each
Import MSID included in an EMR AMSID Declaration;

iii.

Sum the loss-adjusted metered volumes from (i) and (ii) to
Supplier BM Unit level to give Non-Chargeable BM Unit
Demand; and

iv.
New SAA

Send the Non-Chargeable BM Unit Demand to the SAA.

Must be amended to:
i.

Set the TLM-adjusted Chargeable BM Unit Demand to “0
MWh” for each CVA BM Unit notified to Kinnect in an EMR
CVA BM Unit Declaration;

ii.

Calculate the TLM-adjusted Chargeable BM Unit Demand for
each SVA BM Unit where the SAA has received BM Unit NonChargeable Demand (by adjusting the BM Unit NonChargeable Demand for TLMs and then subtracting it from
the TLM-adjusted BM Unit Gross Demand); and

iii.

Send the TLM-adjusted Chargeable BM Unit Demand to EMR
SSC in the SAA-I042 instead of TLM-adjusted BM Unit Gross
Demand.

Impact on BSC Agent/service provider contractual arrangements
BSC Agent/service
provider contract

Impact

SVAA (CGI)

None expected

SAA (New Signature)

None expected

Impact on Code
Code Section

Impact

BSC Section J

Amended to facilitate Supplier appointment of Party Agents to AMSID
Pair

BSC Section K

Amended to facilitate P395 registration and declaration processes

BSC Section L

Amended to facilitate P395 registration and declaration processes

BSC Section S

Amended to facilitate P395 registration, declaration, validation and
notification processes

Annex S-2

Amended to facilitate SVAA calculations & sending of information to
SAA by SVAA

BSC Section T

Amended to facilitate SAA calculations & sending of information to
EMRS by SAA
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Impact on Code
Code Section

Impact

BSC Section V

Amended to facilitate SAA Reporting

BSC Section X

Amended to include definitions.

Impact on EBGL Article 18 terms and conditions
This Modification is not expected to impact Balancing under the BSC but does impact the
BSC provisions that constitute EBGL Article 18 Terms and Conditions, as described in
BSC Section F, Annex F-2. We believe these amendments do not materially amend the
EBGL Article 18 Terms and Conditions for the reasons given in Section 3.

Impact on EBGL Article 18 Terms and Conditions
The drafting of the P395 Legal Text impacts several BSC provisions that constitute EBGL
Article 18 Terms and Conditions listed in BSC Section F Annex F-2. This impact had not
been understood at the time of the Assessment Consultation but will be consulted on as
part of the Report Phase Consultation, with a concurrent EBGL consultation on the P395
proposal to run for one calendar month.
Within the redlining there are three clauses, within two documents, that have an impact
on the EBGL Article 18 Terms and Conditions within the BSC. Due to this, the redlining
was issued for a one-month industry consultation to meet the EBGL change process
obligations.
BSC Section

Clauses Impacted

Section K

2, 8

Section S

11

Impact of the Modification on the Relevant EBGL Objectives:
Relevant Objective

Identified impact

(a) Fostering effective competition, non-discrimination and transparency

Neutral

in balancing markets;
(b) enhancing efficiency of balancing as well as efficiency of European

Neutral

and national balancing markets;
(c) integrating balancing markets and promoting the possibilities for

Neutral

exchanges of balancing services while contributing to operational
security;
(d) contributing to the efficient long-term operation and development of

Neutral

the electricity transmission system and electricity sector in the Union

P395
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while facilitating the efficient and consistent functioning of day-ahead,
intraday and balancing markets;
(e) ensuring that the procurement of balancing services is fair, objective,
transparent and market-based, avoids undue barriers to entry for new
entrants, fosters the liquidity of balancing markets while preventing
undue distortions within the internal market in electricity;
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Impact of the Modification on the Relevant EBGL Objectives:
(f) facilitating the participation of demand response including

Neutral

aggregation facilities and energy storage while ensuring they compete
with other balancing services at a level playing field and, where
necessary, act independently when serving a single demand facility;
(g) facilitating the participation of renewable energy sources and support

Neutral

the achievement of the European Union target for the penetration of
renewable generation.

The EBGL changes identified are mainly:


Typographical corrections and housekeeping changes;



Adding relevant references to Suppliers and Asset Metering Party Agents for
registration of Asset Metering Systems.

Elexon, the Workgroup and the Panel believe that these amendments have no material
impact on the EBGL Article 18 Terms and Conditions and believe P395 is neutral and
consistent against the EBGL objectives on the basis that P395 does not impact Balancing.
However, a one-month consultation was still required under the EBGL change process,
which received no responses and therefore brought no new arguments against this
position that P395 is neutral against the EBGL Article 18 Terms and Conditions.

Impact on Code Subsidiary Documents
CSD

Impact

BSCP602

Allow Suppliers to register Asset Metering Systems and receive
AMSID Pairs.
Allow Suppliers and CVA Registrants to submit Declarations

BSCP507

Add standing data relating to declarations.

BSCP603

Amend to show that Asset Metering Hub activities could involve a
Supplier or an AMVLP.

BSCP508

Allow Suppliers to register Asset Metering Systems and submit
Declarations
Add SVAA Validation of:


An Asset Metering System registered by a Supplier;



A ‘P395 Site Declaration’

SVA Data Catalogue

To reflect that Suppliers will be able to use the suite of P-flows

Volume 1

introduced by P375 for Asset Metering System Registration
New P-flows for Declaration submission and response
notifications
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SVAA Service

Allow Suppliers to register Asset Metering Systems and submit

Description

Declarations
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Impact on Code Subsidiary Documents
CSD

Impact

SVAA URS

Add SVAA Validation of:


An Asset Metering System registered by a Supplier;



A ‘P395 Site Declaration’

CRA Service

Allow CVA Registrants to submit EMR CVA BM Unit declarations

Description

Send details of CVA BM Units included in EMR CVA BM Unit
Declarations to SAA

SAA Service

Receive Supplier BM Unit Non Chargeable Demand from SVAA

Description

Receive notification of CVA BM Units included in EMR CVA BM
Unit Declarations
Calculate TLM-adjusted BM Unit Chargeable Demand and include
it in the SAA-I042

IDD Part 2 Document Change to the name of the SAA-I042 and at least one of the
and Spreadsheet

constituent data items.

Impact on a Significant Code Review (SCR) or other significant industry change projects
On 22 November 2019 Ofgem confirmed that this Proposal be treated as an SCR Exempt
Modification Proposal.

Impact of the Modification on the environment and consumer benefit areas:
Consumer benefit area

Identified impact

1) Improved safety and reliability

Neutral

This Modification would have no impact on safety and reliability.
2) Lower bills than would otherwise be the case

Neutral

This Modification is not expected to lower consumers’ bills.
3) Enabling new providers and technology

Positive

What are the
consumer benefit
areas?
1) Will this change mean
that the energy system
can operate more safely
and reliably
now and in the future in a
way that benefits end
consumers?
2) Will this change lower
consumers’ bills by
controlling, reducing, and
optimising
spend, for example on
balancing and operating
the system?
3) Will this proposal
support:
i)new providers and
technologies?
ii) a move to hydrogen or
lower greenhouse gases?
iii) the journey toward
statutory net-zero
targets?
iv) decarbonisation?
4) Will this change
improve the quality of
service for some or all end
consumers. Improved
service quality ultimately
benefits the end
consumer due to
interactions in the value
chains across the industry
being more seamless,
efficient and effective.
5) Are there any other
identified changes to
society, such as jobs or
the economy.

P395 is expected to support new business models that are less
viable under the status quo and improve the business case for
technology providers. As a ‘second order’ impact, P395 enables
policy to build a smart and flexible system, the policy has benefit
articulated by BEIS and Ofgem in the Smart Systems plan that
hitting Net Zero with a fully smart flexible system (that P395
enables) would reduce overall cost of hitting Net Zero by up to 40b
by 2050.
4) Improved quality of service

Neutral

This Modification would have no impact on quality of service to
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5) Benefits for society as a whole

Neutral
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This Modification would not have a clear impact, positive or
negative, on society.
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Responses to the Assessment Consultation
Do you agree with the Workgroup’s assessment of the impact on the BSC
Settlement Risks?
Yes

No

Neutral/No
Comment

Other

6

0

0

0

Respondents unanimously agreed that there are no impact on the BSC Settlement Risks.

Will P395 impact your organisation?
Impacts related to P395 as enabling Modification, affecting the HHDC system provided
under P375
Several respondents identified indirect impacts resulting from P395 enabling and unlocking
benefits of accurate FCL charging for those who wish to take advantage of it. Respondents
were generally supportive, expecting P395 to improve the viability of behind-the-meter
storage assets and help the business cases for battery business cases across the
spectrum.

How much will it cost your organisation to implement P395?
Generally low, some software development and testing costs
P395 is as an elective process, and respondents reported few to no costs, one respondent
identified some general software development and testing costs.

What will the ongoing cost of P395 be to your organisation?
Low to none
Similarly, respondents identified few to no ongoing costs for P395.

How long (from the point of approval) would you need to implement P395?
None – 5/6 weeks. 12 month lead time is appropriate.
Respondents were supportive of a minimum 12 month lead time from the point of
approval for P395 via a Standard BSC Release.
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Do you agree with the Workgroup’s assessment that P395 does not impact
the European Electricity Balancing Guideline (EBGL) Article 18 terms and
conditions held within the BSC?
Yes

No

Neutral/No
Comment

Other

6

0

0

0

Respondents unanimously agreed with the Workgroup that P395 does not impact
Balancing or Settlement and therefore no impact on the EBGL Article 18 terms and
conditions was identified or expected.
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Implementation

5

Recommended Implementation Date
The Workgroup and the Panel recommends an Implementation Date for P395 of:


2 November 2023 if the Authority’s decision is received on or before 6 October
2022;

This would allow the Modification to be implemented at the earliest opportunity that allows
sufficient time for Elexon to amend its systems following approval of P395.
We are aware that there is no alternative option presented for implementation should
Ofgem fail to make a decision by 6 October 2022. This is due to the fact that the busy
pipeline of large and complex system changes scheduled for the next few years means
that, should Ofgem fail to make a decision in enough time to realise implementation of
P395 in November 2023, it is unlikely that P395 would be able to be implemented before
Market Wide Half Hourly Settlement, potentially a year (or later) after November 2023.
Elexon will work closely with Ofgem to make sure that they understand the timelines
involved and have all the necessary information to facilitate a timely decision.

Responses to the Assessment Consultation
Do you agree with the Workgroup’s recommended Implementation Date?
Yes

No

Neutral/No
Comment

Other

6

0

0

0

Respondents unanimously agreed the Workgroup’s recommended Implementation Date of
November 2023.
One respondent noted that, if Ofgem are unable to come to a timely decision on P395,
thus delaying implementation beyond 2023, then reassessment of the benefits case for
deferring until after the migration to the MHHS target operating model goes live (currently
targeting 2025 but subject to change) should be undertaken.
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Workgroup’s Discussions

6

P395 Workgroup meetings were held on 19 February 2020, 4 December 2020, 25 February
2021, 24 May 2021, 1 October 2021, 25 February and 28 March 2022.
Throughout the Assessment Procedure for P395, discussions focused on the need to arrive
at a proportionate approach to determining electricity flows and ensure that they are
charged for appropriately.
Answering this question satisfactorily would involve consideration of scalability, practicality
and cost to ensure that the P395 solution is truly enduring and consistent with BEIS
regulations.

P395 Scenarios
The Workgroup considered what circumstances should continue to be charged for and
included in the report to EMRS and which should be not charged for and therefore
excluded. As part of its consideration, the group clarified that there is no “storage licence”
under the Electricity Act, rather that storage is treated as a form of generation under the
Act and the Generation Licence. The beneficiary of P395 is intended to be operators of
generation that hold a licence.
The group noted that the example in the IWA was limited to a particular flow of electricity
between the boundary point and the onsite activities (a wind farm, storage facility and
final demand customer). The group considered that there may be other scenarios (i.e
flows of electricity between activities) that should be tested, so any inconsistencies in the
assumptions made for the proposed solution may be identified. This included, for example:


Where licensed generation is exclusively used to charge storage in a co-located
site



Where a Party is exporting more than they are importing in a co-located site

The group confirmed that the charging outcomes summarised in Table 4 are correct.
Therefore P395 should propose a solution consistent with these outcomes.
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Consideration of initially-proposed P395 solution
In general the group were satisfied with the overall solution proposed by Centrica in the
P395 Proposal Form. Elexon explained that the solution included a series of steps,
including:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Declaration and registration of eligible sites and related metering systems
Collection and validation of metered data
Determination of a site’s chargeable and non-chargeable Imports
Reporting of chargeable and non-chargeable Imports to EMRS
Assurance

The group developed some working assumptions:
1) It is the electricity initially supplied rather than eventually used that should be
determined as being reported to EMRS for calculating Supplier Charges. This is
based on the group’s interpretation of the SSFP and the practicalities of
determining when electricity imported by a storage facility might eventually be
exported or consumed on-site.
2) It would be most efficient to use existing arrangements for collecting Boundary
Point metered data, ie. Use the HHDA, thereby avoiding the need to replicate
HHDA validation within BSC Agent systems, but use the HHDC for Asset Meter
collection/validation as proposed by P375.
3) SAA-I042 ‘BM Unit Gross Demand Report’ should include both the chargeable and
non-chargeable Imports.
The Group noted that P395 would baseline the interim solution used by EMRS for
straightforward sites (i.e. those that had Settlement Metering dedicated to measuring the
generation activity) and would also seek to find a solution for more complex co-located
sites. In considering co-located sites, the group identified particular issues that it would
need to grapple with to resolve the P395 defect. At a high level, these are:



Correct allocation of boundary and ‘behind the meter’ metered volumes between
different co-located activities – which include:
o

Accurately reflecting the likely order of physical flows between assets and
the boundary point at a site

o

Temporal problems – i.e. accounting for the fact that at the point a
storage facility imports electricity it is not known for certain what it’s
eventual final use will be, e.g. whether used onsite by a final demand
customer or exported back to the Total System. Therefore establishing a
method or rules for determining the actual or likely future use of electricity
Imported by a storage facility at a co-located site.



Rules to be used where metered data is missing – that is, if a co-located site relies
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metering systems are missing metered data, how should the arrangements work
in such a way as to avoid or minimise perverse outcomes?
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LCCC/EMRS and BSCCo would help to inform Parties ahead of implementation of the
changing responsibilities for the process.
The group discussed the interim solution, noting that it does contain some existing
assurance in the form of validation by EMRS who review submissions for unusual activity
that suggests a site is not in fact eligible for exemption.

Determining Import to ‘Complicated Sites’
The group wished to find a solution for scenarios where there is a mixture of licensed
generation and / or storage facilities, and final demand.
P395 co-located case studies
In order to determine which Imports to a collocated storage facility are (at a point in the
future) either finally used onsite or exported back to the System, the group considered
whether it would be possible to establish rules or a method to do this.
It explored whether the development of profiles for typical site configurations and
technologies could be derived or if site-specific rules would be necessary. In either case,
the group noted that it would need data in order to build and test methods for determining
how to apportion imports to co-located storage facilities. Elexon noted it does not have
access to the necessary historical data needed to develop these.
The group considered options for collecting data, these were:


Workgroup volunteers to provide suitable data anonymously



Elexon to seek sample data via a Request for Information



Use of EMR data (potential legal concerns were noted for this option)

Proposed Merit Order Approach
A Workgroup member proposed an alternative approach to aggregating and allocating
metered volumes between behind the meter activities at collocated sites.
This ‘merit order approach’ takes into account the various sources of generation that are
available within a site (the Grid/licensed storage/onsite generation) and the destination of
the demand (licensed generation/imports/licensed storage charging/metered
demand/exports).
An assumed merit order could show where electricity from Grid imports flows to first on a
site, and then sequentially allocates it to various buckets, ultimately ending up with a more
realistic picture of activities on a site.
It was suggested that, by excluding buckets where, e.g., it’s not possible for storage
discharge to end up charging itself or for licensed generation to serve itself, over time you
can also see when the storage discharges, how much of that has actually gone to final
demand, ultimately ending up with a better view of where the various flows of electricity
had gone and building a more complete picture of which of those should be chargeable.
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Analysis of Merit Order Approach
In order to test this approach, several types of storage business models would be needed
to evaluate the most effective way to apportion flows coming to and from storage for the
purposes of charging.
Examples of storage co-located with behind-the-meter solar and demand (including
general consumption and/or EV charging) and storage co-located with final demand were
felt to be the most useful to take forward for analysis as they accounted for a large
majority of existing real world business models.
It was noted that there is unlikely to be a perfect answer and that this exercise would
hopefully demonstrate what the most efficient allocation method is, but feasibility and
practicality would also need to be taken into account when the time comes to decide on
which method to adopt.
Elexon presented some provisional conclusions from analysis of two approaches to
allocating Imports and Exports - using the ‘original approach’ based on apportioning
Boundary Point flows and an alternative ‘merit order’ approach that assumes a specific
merit order.
The group heard that undertaking this analysis had been trickier than first imagined and
required numerous assumptions to reconcile each approach. Neither approach will
necessarily match the contractual position on a given site, but the group heard that the
merit order approach avoids flows from licensed storage back to itself, and could therefore
be considered to provide more credible results than the original approach.
The group agreed that it would not be feasible for a highly customisable approach where
users can specify their own merit order, due to the level of testing that would be required
to validate and be confident in the correct allocation of energy. Rather, it would be better
to choose one or two approaches and test them thoroughly rather than building a piece of
software that could work out ‘on the fly’ how to implement a particular merit order rule
that parties propose.
In practice (based on the data sets used for this modelling) the difference between the
methodologies is very small, but the merit order approach avoids taking flows from
licensed storage back to itself and therefore gives more credible results than the original
approach and the group considered this to be the best approach to adopt within the P395
Solution.
Given the complexity, Elexon suggested recording the algebra within a separate
methodology document - an “On-Site Energy Allocation Methodology” - which could be
changed without a Modification if needed (like CALF and RR Schedules and P376
Baselining) rather than codifying algebra in the BSC.
The Proposer and Workgroup agreed with this suggestion and felt it would be sensible not
to hard code the algebra within the BSC and instead contain it within a Panel-controlled
document.

Stakeholder observations and EMRS identified risks
Stakeholder observations
Shortly prior to the third meeting, LCCC shared some observations and suggestions for the
P395 Solution for discussion at the meeting, based on their experience of running the
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process of excluding Imports provided to a Licensee-operated generator for generationrelated activities from FCL for simple sites.
Noting that the BSC will inherit this process and related responsibilities, EMRS conducted a
risk based review of the solution proposed for P395 in comparison with the current interim
workaround supplied by EMRS and presented this to the group.
The Workgroup considered whether the P395 solution manages these risks and, if not,
what mitigations could be included within P395, and which additional requirements would
need to be included in a separate change to the BSC.
While LCCC strongly preferred for all suggestions to be ‘wrapped up’ within P395 in order
to minimise the costs incurred by multiple system changes, the Workgroup established
that several of these are demonstrably out of scope for P395, and would therefore need to
be covered by another change to the BSC.

Identified Risks
EMRS reported to the group that it has no clear and defined method of identifying
Licensed and Licence Exempt Generators or Suppliers via BM Units. Under the interim
solution, EMRS receive a list of MPANs via a Director’s letter from a Generator or Supplier
and have to manually validate whether each has a License or not against a PDF file on the
Ofgem website.
There is an additional issue identified for exempt export (E_), directly connected to the
transmission network (T_) or miscellaneous (M_) BM Unit types that have to be checked
with Ofgem and LCCC to make sure they are still License Exempt or Licensable - import
consumed by Exempt Export BM Units should be subject to FCL so shouldn’t be excluded
from the values sent to EMRS. LCCC felt that the P395 solution would not adequately
address that element and proposed that the solution should be expanded in this regard –
with this information included in an industry data flow, with EMRS’ initial recommendation
being to include it in the Operations Registration Report CRA-I020 or alternatively within
the SAA-I042 data flow.
EMRS have a regulatory requirement to report FCL data derived from Metered Volumes to
BEIS, but upon P395 implementation they will be faced with a gap in that they will not be
able fulfil this obligation, as they will no longer receive the data at the MSID level to then
pass on to BEIS and Ofgem.
The group considered whether a report from BSCCo to LCCC to give them the necessary
information was suitable to include within the P395 solution.
This was felt to be a question of scope and cost, noting that additional requirements would
likely increase the cost of delivering P395.
To allow EMRS to fulfil this obligation, a quarterly report from BSCCo to EMRS would be
required, containing each Licensed Generation entity which should not be subject to FCL.
Elexon will have access to the required component data (data at MSID level for complex
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greater clarity on the specific cost of providing this report to help them come to a decision,
asking that it be separately costed so that they better understand the incremental cost of
providing this report.
Elexon’s service provider impact assessment identified a ROM cost of approximately £400K
to implement this requirement. As the cost and delivery lead time for this Business
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Requirement was not included in the “ROM” impact assessment, its inclusion in the scope
of P395 would be likely to result in an overall later delivery lead time than the period
currently allowed for, which could mean that P395 could not be delivered in November
2023; a discussed previously in this Assessment Report, this could result in a delay of
more than two years for P395.
The Workgroup noted that, while LCCC had originally asked for this report to then give to
Ofgem, this was no longer considered to be required and the Proposer could not justify
inclusion of a quarterly ‘FCL Supplier Report’ that would be unlikely to result enough
benefit to justify the high cost. Therefore, the Proposer and Workgroup agreed that this
would not be included in P395.

Legal Responsibility for provision of data to EMRS
Members of the Workgroup had challenged LCCC and EMRS on their rationale for
suggesting that the P395 solution be expanded to cover these areas, questioning why this
was a BSC issue that the BSC community would have to pay to solve.
An LCCC representative stated his belief that responsibility lies with the BSC, as it owns
the BMU registration process. While LCCC/EMRS receive data relating to this and are
currently operating the interim requirements on behalf of the BSC) they do not have any
relationships with the persons who set these up and view the responsibility as sitting with
the BSC under Section H.
A Workgroup member challenged this view, believing that it is incumbent on the BSC to
provide EMRS with gross demand data for the purposes of EMR charging, but questioned
the existence of any obligations to provide granular and specific nuances of which data
must be sent, in this case related to the classification of assets.
The LCCC representative responded that the BSC has to provide gross demand data for
the purposes of EMR charging, which means any FCL adjustment must have been
predetermined and provided to EMRS.
Elexon confirmed that BSSCo has a legal responsibility to provide EMRS with data
requested pursuant to P395 and, where data being requested pursuant to P395 is
reasonably required to a CFD Settlement Services Provider to discharge its EMR Settlement
Functions, BSCCo is required to provide such data.

Wider Discussion on Risk to BSC Parties
The implications of BSCCo failing to provide (or providing erroneous data) EMRS with the
required data would result in a breach of Elexon’s contractual obligations. Alongside the
reputational damage that would be incurred, BSCCo would additionally be in breach of the
BSC itself, exposing BSCCo (and therefore BSC Parties who fund Elexon) to a potential
lawsuit for any costs incurred by LCCC for failing to meet their obligations.
A Workgroup member stated this this risk needed to clearly identified, understood and
communicated to ensure its proper management. Noting that this may be a risk that is
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already captured, the member nevertheless wanted to ensure awareness of the fact that
by leveraging BSC data to support the EMRS function, BSC parties are exposed to risk and
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The Elexon legal representative highlighted how, because the obligation in the BSC is for
BSCCo to provide whatever data they need to LCCC/EMRS, the risk could be viewed as
unquantifiable because LCCC could continue to put requirements on BSCCo, who would
have to satisfy them as long as they are reasonable.
Another view was put to the Workgroup, in which P395 aims to reduce reputational and
other forms of risk. The Panel undertook a consultation on the approach to reporting data
to EMR (see paper 284/07), shortly after the Government clarified in their Smart System
and Flexibility Plan that imports to licensed Generation is not ‘supply’. Ever since this
clarification, the data that BSCCo has been providing to EMRS has been inconsistent with
the Government’s interpretation. While this inconsistency has been met with a great deal
of understanding and therefore not resulting in great reputational damage, the risk
remains and P395 can be seen as part of the programme of work (consulted on by Panel)
to resolve that and get back to a position where BSCCo are providing the correct data to
EMRS.
P395 can therefore be noted as part of the mitigation of this risk, however the Workgroup
saw value in capturing a specific requirement for Elexon to work with their Assurance team
to make sure this is captured in its Risk Register and Risk Operating Model.

Public reporting
Noting that no requirements for reporting to BSC Parties were present within the P395
solution (reporting requirements limited to statutory bodies such as LCCC, several
members of the group stated their desire for public reporting and the group considered
the best way to implement these.
Following discussion, the group wish for 2 forms of additional reports - a generic total and
a Registrant-focused individual report. It was felt that the generic report could be made
available on the Elexon Portal, while the more tailored report could be sent directly to
Parties via a P flow.
It was agreed that these reports would provide better overall visibility of data that would
be useful for forecasting, modelling and validation, and so should be incorporated into the
P395 Solution.
Several Supplier representatives stated that they would want a level of transparency so
that the report should be available to all interested parties in some form.
Elexon identified a ROM cost of approximately £20-50K to implement a regular monthly
report that provides the total volumes of Non-Chargeable Demand related to sites declared
under P395 for each GSP Group.
The Workgroup wished to include an additional consultation question to gain clarity on the
usefulness to industry of this automated report (by half hour for each data month) and
how valuable it would be, considering the additional cost incurred?
327/03

Responses to the Assessment Consultation
Is a regular monthly report aggregating the total volumes of non-chargeable
Imports for P395 sites of value to your organisation? How would it be used?
Neutral/No
Yes
No
Other
Comment
1

2

3

0
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Most respondents remained neutral on this question. A Supplier organisation replied
positively, describing uses for the report such as cost forecast and reconciliation activities
more generally. Another respondent felt the report would be a useful accountability tool,
but we did not believe they would actively use this data. On the condition that inclusion of
this report within the P395 solution does not adversely impact timely delivery of the
Modification, this report will form part of the P395 solution but is not felt to be essential.

Expansion of the Interim Solution
P395 will migrate the EMRS Interim Solution to BSC Systems and the group discussed
whether to expand the scope in respect to previous discussions.
The Workgroup did not agree that the scope of P395 should include the Exempt BM Units
and this element will therefore not be accounted for within P395, recognizing that an
additional Modification may need to progressed to implement this aspect.
The group agreed that the solution should be expanded to include CVA-connected
Generation (inc. Storage) operated by Generation Licensees (no customer consumption) as
well as SVA-connected Generation.

Treatment of missing/estimated data
At the request of the Workgroup, Elexon took an action to investigate the treatment of
missing/estimated data for P375 and P379, noting that assumptions made for these other
Modifications may need to be challenged, and that dedicated default rules may be required
for P395 to avoid or minimise perverse outcomes.
It was explained to the group that for P375 SVAA would not use default data – but would
require HHDCs to submit data for the SF run, and that HHDCs may need to estimate data
to meet this deadline. P395 proposes to use the same approach, with the obligation on the
AMVLP to resolve any issues.
Elexon took the group through an initial proposed approach in cases where the HHDC data
has not been received by SF, which is when its required. If the HHDC submitted an
estimated reading for SF it must subsequently submit an actual by RF. SVAA will issue the
missing data report (P0310) to the HHDC prior to each VAR after SF where actuals have
not been received. The Elexon representative mentioned that he had spoken to a one
agent that fulfils both HHDC and HHDA roles who was initially comfortable with this
obligation (in relation to P375) and was happy that this didn’t seem particularly onerous.
One group member questioned whether it would create more work for Party Agents to
deviate away from normal Settlement activity by creating deviations and exceptions to
working practices that sit outside the Settlement Runs, explaining that HHDCs, whether
dealing with AMSIDs or not, are prepared under current arrangements to make sure data
is available for each Settlement date in time for the SF VAR run.
It was pointed out that, technically speaking, HHDC and HHDA are separate market roles,
but in the vast majority of the market the HHDCs and HHDAs effectively run as a dual
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most sense by avoiding extra work on the agents, and it would likely be more cost efficient
to avoid an extra machine run time and the costs associated with that (although
recognising these costs would probably be small).
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Elexon agreed that the vast majority of HHDCs are HHDAs in the current market but
emphasised that P395 would have to cater for situations where they are not a dual
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function. Elexon clarified the current situation for boundary point MSIDs - that the HHDC
sends the data to the HHDA. The HHDA has the obligation to submit data according to the
Settlement Calendar, so while the HHDC will be capable of providing that data to the
HHDA, they don’t currently submit the data directly to SVAA, which presented a potential
gap in governance and additional risk where a new obligation may be suitable.
It was noted that existing processes for HHDCs is to feed meter readings through “as and
when” they are collected and not as a batch to a particular timescale. To move to a model
where they are doing a complete set of data (be it for the II or SF run) may be moving
them more towards them functioning more as a Data Aggregator which seemed quite a
big change to their role.
The group acknowledged the need for HHDC to estimate, but in their experience, felt that
they would have estimated for the VAR run at that point anyway.
Noting that the data sent to EMRS at II will not be fully representative of what they’ll
receive at SF, the LCCC representative clarified that they use the II information for some
invoicing and for the CM in stress events and that, on occasion, this is the only data used
(with no further reconciliation) so it can be important to have it as correct as possible.
It was noted that this would have more impact on Generators than Suppliers, who will get
corrected at SF.
LCCC encouraged where possible to have more accurate upfront data to avoid charging
suppliers disproportionately highly, and this would be their preference if there was an easy
way to have accurate data going forward, but accepted that in reality it would not be a
major challenge, given reconciliation occurs after 15 days and noting that it would be a
diminishing problem once Market Wide Half Hourly Settlement is implemented.

Covering CVA Arrangements
Noting that the interim solution only covers SVA sites, the Proposer and Workgroup
considered various options for covering sites registered in CVA under P395.
For operators of CVA-connected storage sites who do not want to be charged, the group
heard that they can achieve this by getting sites registered by a party is not a licensed
supplier. As this route to avoid charges is possible under the status quo, the group
considered whether this would be sufficient but agreed that this would be too ‘hard-nosed’
an approach and agreed to incorporate a solution for excluding CVA sites as part of the
P395 solution.
The group considered it appropriate to introduce a process to allow operators of CVA
simple storage sites to declare it as licensed generation, and therefore not chargeable, at a
BMU level via this declaration process. In effect, this will extend the proposed declaration
process (already envisaged for SVA) to CVA as well. This was generally agreed to meet the
needs of EMRS while reducing costs to the wider industry.
The group considered whether to introduce a process for separating out licensed storage
and final demand within the same BMU in more complex CVA sites, but noted that this
would be likely too expensive to justify for the small number of suitable sites. The group
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wish to include a specific consultation question to ascertain whether there is a stronger
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Responses to the Assessment Consultation
Do you agree with the Workgroup that there an insufficient business case for
separating out co-located activities at CVA level?
Neutral/No
Yes
No
Other
Comment
5

0

1

0

Respondents either agreed with the Workgroup or remained neutral. Respondents believed
that the use-case for co-located CVA assets will be very limited given the CVA market is
significantly smaller by MSID count.

Roles and Responsibility
The Workgroup discussed who should be responsible for registering Asset Metering
Systems under P395. Under P375, it is clear that it is the AMVLP who should be
responsible, but as there is no AMVLP to account for within the P395 solution, the group
considered the Supplier should be the one responsible for registering these metering
systems, but wish to consult on this approach.

Responses to the Assessment Consultation
The Workgroup’s proposal is that the Supplier should register the Asset
Metering system under P395, do you agree?
Neutral/No
Yes
No
Other
Comment
6

0

0

0

Respondents unanimously agreed that the Supplier should register the Asset Metering
system under P395. Respondents noted that Suppliers already have much of the
knowledge and infrastructure in place to do this and the logical party to undertake this.

Alignment with P419 ‘Enhanced Reporting of demand data to NETSO to
facilitate BSUoS Reform’
In the course of developing the declarations process for P395, it became clear that there
was significant overlap with the declarations process being developed for P419 ‘Extension
of P383 to include non-final Demand’, which due to be submitted to be implemented in
February 2023 if Ofgem approves the Modification. As such, Elexon worked internally to
ensure that the two processes were aligned to provide industry with the most efficient
solution. The agreed process is as described above, and was presented to both the P419
and P395 Workgroups. Both Workgroups agreed that the approach delivered the intent of
their respective solutions whilst providing a single, efficient declaration process.
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7

Workgroup’s Conclusions

Does P395 better facilitate the Applicable BSC Objectives?
Obj

Proposer’s Views

Other Workgroup Members’ Views1

(a)

 Neutral

 Neutral (unanimous view)

(b)

 Positive

 Neutral (majority)
 Positive (minority)

(c)

 Positive

 Neutral (unanimous view)

(d)

 Neutral

 Neutral (unanimous view)

(e)

 Neutral

 Neutral (unanimous view)

(f)

 Positive

 Positive (unanimous view)

(g)

 Neutral

 Neutral (unanimous view)

Applicable BSC Objective (b)
The P395 Proposer believes that by removing artificial and unintended barriers to the use
of Storage, this Modification will enable new business models which may also allow
additional Storage to be integrated into the electricity system, which may positively impact
Applicable BSC Objective (b).
A minority of Workgroup members agree with the Proposer that P395 better facilitates (b),
with one member agreeing that P395 has a positive effect on the Transmission System. A
majority believe that P395 is neutral against (b), acknowledging a positive effect but
describing this as a theoretical and second order effect rather than a direct consequence
of P395. One member stated that the costs involved in P395 prevented them from
justifying a positive effect on (b).

Applicable BSC Objective (c)
The Proposer believes that by removing a perceived barrier to the financial viability of
operating Storage, this Modification may promote effective competition in the generation
of electricity.
The Workgroup unanimously believe that P395 is neutral against (c), disagreeing with the
Proposer and believing there is an insufficient cost benefit case to justify strength against
(c), acknowledging a positive effect from policy that P395 facilitates rather than a direct

What are the
Applicable BSC
Objectives?
(a) The efficient discharge
by the Transmission
Company of the
obligations imposed upon
it by the Transmission
Licence
(b) The efficient,
economic and coordinated operation of the
National Electricity
Transmission System
(c) Promoting effective
competition in the
generation and supply of
electricity and (so far as
consistent therewith)
promoting such
competition in the sale
and purchase of electricity
(d) Promoting efficiency in
the implementation of the
balancing and settlement
arrangements
(e) Compliance with the
Electricity Regulation and
any relevant legally
binding decision of the
European Commission
and/or the Agency [for
the Co-operation of
Energy Regulators]
(f) Implementing and
administrating the
arrangements for the
operation of contracts for
difference and
arrangements that
facilitate the operation of
a capacity market
pursuant to EMR
legislation
(g) Compliance with the
Transmission Losses
Principle

consequence of P395.

Applicable BSC Objective (f)
In the opinion of the Proposer, the primary benefit of this Modification Proposal is in
relation to Applicable BSC Objective (f): ‘Implementing and administrating the
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arrangements for the operation of contracts for difference and arrangements that facilitate
the operation of a capacity market pursuant to EMR legislation’
Currently EMRS is not able to levy CfD and CM charges on Suppliers in a manner
consistent with EMR Legislation, because the EMR Settlement Data provided to EMRS by
SAA does not correctly identify the volume of electricity supplied to sites with Licensed
Generation or Storage. Resolving this issue will allow the EMR SSP to operate these
arrangements consistently with EMR Legislation.
The Workgroup unanimously agree with this assessment.

Responses to the Assessment Consultation
Do you agree with the Workgroup’s initial unanimous view that P395 does
better facilitate the Applicable BSC Objectives than the current baseline and
so should be approved?
Yes

No

Neutral/No
Comment

Other

6

0

0

0

Respondents unanimously agreed that P395 should be approved, reflecting rationale given
from the Workgroup with no new arguments raised.
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8

Panel’s Initial Discussions

The P395 Assessment Report was presented to the Panel at its meeting on 14 April 2022
(325/04). The Panel unanimously agreed with all of the Workgroup’s recommendations
and progressed the Modification to the Report Phase.
Noting that EMRS had estimated that Suppliers could have been impacted by as much as
£7.5m of non-applicable FCL in the period from April 2018 to September 2020, the
Chairman sought clarification on whether this figure had reduced since 2020. Elexon
responded that they did not have any more recent data from EMRS that could confirm that
it had, but expected that there would have been a reduction in the number of Suppliers
being overchargied due to the implementation of the Panel’s interim solution as described
in Section 2.
Noting a perceived high number of complex sites and predicting a rise in the future, a
Panel member queried the impact of the proposed validation process and whether it would
lead to an undue strain on Elexon’s resources to support. Elexon responded they
understand the impact to be manageable and not overly labour intensive, noting that
assurance processes will be put into place as part P395 to make sure that sites are
declared correctly, although acknowledging that these would take the form of spot checks
rather than a check of every site.
The Panel emphasised the importance of working across codes to link processes for
registration and ensure there is a consistent and reliable way of identifying who should be
receiving exemptions.
A Panel member queried the merit order approach chosen by the Workgroup, identifying
potential inefficiencies and recommending that this methodology be kept under review
once P395 goes live and data starts to flow in. Elexon noted that the process was agreed
as an imperfect but cost effective solution that provided the greatest coverage without
being prohibitively expensive to implement. The member was satisfied that the merit order
methodology will be governed in a Category 3 BSC Document which will have its own
processes for review and updates. Elexon noted it expected to review the methodology
once it has bedded in.
Finally, a Panel member questioned when Ofgem could expect to make a decision on
P395, noting that there were now five and a half months between now and the stated
decision cut off date of 6 October. The Ofgem representative noted that they were waiting
to see the P395 Final Modification Report, and Elexon noted that an earlier decision would
be welcomed, with no need to wait until October if the Authority are able to come to a
decision earlier than this.
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Report Phase Consultation Responses

The Report Phase Consultation opened on 19 April 2022 and closed on 19 May 2022. No
responses were received to the consultation.
As P395 impacts EBGL Article 18 terms and conditions held within the BSC, it was subject
to a one calendar month-long consultation, as required by UK law. Respondents were
prompted as to whether they agree with the Panel’s initial view that P395 does impact the
Article 18 terms and conditions. Respondents were also asked whether they have any
comments on the impact of P395 on the EBGL objectives, which Elexon, the Workgroup
and the Panel believed to be neutral and consistent on the basis that P395 does not
impact Balancing, with impacts on the EBGL Article 18 Terms and Conditions being
immaterial.
As no responses were received, no new arguments against this interpretation have been
brought and the Panel are invited to agree that P395 remains neutral and consistent
against the EBGL objectives, with no material impact on the EBGL Article 18 terms and
conditions.
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Recommendations

10

We invite the Panel to:


AGREE that P395:
o



DOES better facilitate Applicable BSC Objective (f);

AGREE that P395 does impact the EBGL Article 18 terms and conditions held
within the BSC;



AGREE that P395 is neutral and consistent with the EBGL objectives;



AGREE a recommendation that P395 should be approved;



APPROVE an Implementation Date of:
o

2 November 2023 if an Authority decision is received on or before 6
October 2022;



APPROVE the draft legal text; and



APPROVE the P395 Modification Report.
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Appendix 1: Workgroup Details
Workgroup’s Terms of Reference
Specific areas set by the BSC Panel in the
P395 Terms of Reference

Conclusion

Which Imports should be chargeable?

The P395 Solution identifies how Elexon
works out the non-chargeable aspect and
pass that on the EMRS and the SAA-IO42

How should Imports to Licensed

The calculations are set out the Business

Generation be calculated?

Requirements

Should the HHDC report both Boundary

No, the HHDC should only report the asset

Point and Asset Metering Systems’ Metered metering system metered data to SVAA
Data to SVAA?

and continue to report the boundary point
metering system data to the HHDA who will
then pass it on to SVAA

What are the costs and benefits of the

Cost benefit identified

method for apportioning the electricity
Imported to a storage facility between
chargeable and non-chargeable Imports?
How best to transition from the interim to

Big bang solution endorsed - on the day

the enduring solution?

before P395 Implementation, EMRS will
cease performing the Interim Solution and
transfer responsibility to Elexon

Assessment Procedure timetable
P395 Assessment Timetable
Event

Date

Panel submits P395 to Assessment Procedure

12 November 2019

Workgroup Meeting 1

19 February 2020

Workgroup Meeting 2

4 December 2020

Workgroup Meeting 3

25 February 2021

Workgroup Meeting 4

24 May 2021

Workgroup Meeting 5

25 October 2021

Workgroup Meeting 6

25 February 2022

Assessment Procedure Consultation

1 March – 22 March 2022

Workgroup Meeting 7

W/C 28 March 2022

Panel considers Workgroup’s Assessment Report

14 April 2022
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Workgroup membership and attendance
P395 Workgroup Attendance
Name

Organisation

19/2/
20

4/12/
20

25/2/
21

24/5/
21

1/10/
21

25/2/
22

28/3/
22





































  
















Members

Nick Heyward

Statkraft







Andy Colley

SSE















Phil Russell

Consultant















Nik Wills

Stark













Lee Stone

EOn
















Ian Hall

IM Serv













Cameron Miller

Stag energy











Damon Rand

Cepro


























































































































































Lawrence Jones

ELEXON (Chair)

Claire Kerr

ELEXON (Chair)

Ivar Macsween

ELEXON (Lead Analyst)

Presley Abbott, Jack Centrica (Proposer)

Kamila Nugumanova ESB
Paul Farmer

Shell energy

Kit Dixon

Good Energy


Attendees
Nick Rubin

ELEXON (Design Authority)

Colin Berry

ELEXON (Design Authority)

Abi Akeredolu

ELEXON (Business Analyst)

Ben Lathbury

EMRS

Kathryn Gay

EMRS

Aditi Tulpule

Elexon (Legal)

Cho Hou Long

Ofgem

Ross Haigh

LCCC

Omer Ahmad

LCCC

Alec Thompson

LCCC
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